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Gateway to the World
“A desert is a place without expectation.”
Nadine Gordimer
It’s a bright and lovely day in the valley in Stellenbosch, my home
town in the Western Cape. It always feels like a bright and lovely
day here.
The mountains enfold us, like a shield, and the air is mellow with
the bouquet of grapes ripening on the vine. Life is a bubble rising
slowly to the top of your glass. And then it bursts.
Today I am in a place called Kayamandi, a short drive across
the river. The name of the township, established in the 1950s to
provide housing for workers on the wine farms, is a Xhosa word
meaning “nice home”.
When you look around at the beaten-together dwellings of metal
and plastic and wood, lurching against each other for support,
you wonder whether the peri-urban planners of the day bestowed
it in jest, or as a prophecy waiting to be fulfilled.
Either way, Kayamandi is home to thousands of people who
work in Stellenbosch, and among them is Locadia, the muchloved nanny to our three small children.
I am parked at a primary school across the road from her home,
and I am loading bags into my car for her long-distance journey
by bus from Bellville. School is out. There are parents and
children everywhere.
And then, from out of nowhere, there is a flash of metal, and
there is this guy, scrawny, wild eyes, hand shaking, lunging halfheartedly at me with a knife.
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Look, I’ve been mugged before.
Once, in the CBD of Cape Town, at three in the morning, by halfa-dozen kids who were high on drugs. Once, in Spain. Once, in
new York, although that was after I’d had a few drinks, so the
details are a little hazy.
And now, here, in broad daylight, in Kayamandi. “Dude,” I say to
the guy, “take my phone.”
And he grabs my handset and hot-foots it up the street and out of
sight. Well, that’s one way of getting free WiFi, I suppose.
Locadia, of course, is mortified. I’m more alarmed by the sudden
realisation that without Google Maps, I’m going to battle to find
my way to the bus station in Bellville.
What are we without our phones? What are we without the
Internet? Lost. Just before we leave, I notice a guy waving at me
from the street corner. He saw everything. He’ll call the police, he
says. He’ll take them to the house of the thief.
Fine, I say, with a wry smile. I really just want my phone back. I
offer a reward for the finder, and we head for the freeway, putting
our trust in road-signs and the angle of the sun.
I drop Locadia off at the bustling terminus, and I meet my good
friend Branko for lunch. He gives me a smile and a shake of the
head, the South African gesture for what is this place coming to,
and hey, at least you’re okay.
But he also gives me a spare phone to use for the day, which is
an infinitely more valuable form of commiseration. I go back to
Kayamandi, and there is the finder, waiting, on the corner, with
my iPhone.
This guy had chased after the mugger, eventually finding the
shop my phone had been sold to. He’d bought the phone back
trusting that I’d return and refund him.
A knife-wielding mugger, a bunch of innocent bystanders, a
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good Samaritan risking his life. Just another day in South Africa.
I have to say this, and I say it often, despite and because of
everything that happens. I love this place.
Living here means hurtling one moment towards the edge of
despair, and shifting the wheel, at the last second, towards hope.
Inequality is the problem. Digital inequality
20million South Africans have the Internet, whilst 35million
South Africans do not.
This is the digital divide.
But it is not our country’s only divide. South Africa deals
with many forms of inequality. Income inequality. Education
inequality. Healthcare inequality.
All of this inequality can be dealt with by bridging the digital
divide. Internet access allows people to find jobs on Gumtree,
email CV’s, start online businesses, download digital textbooks,
visit Khan Academy, research on Wikipedia and obtain online
healthcare.
The World Bank estimates that for every 10% of broadband
penetration there is a 1,28% growth in GDP.
Universal Internet access is the single most powerful lever to
deal with inequality. Internet access should be a public good
alongside water, electricity, public transport and roads.
How do we provide free public Internet to all?

I believe that an answer - not the only answer, just one of the
answers – lies right here in our hands, at the intersection of two
of the greatest inventions humankind has ever produced. The
Internet, and the mobile phone.
We’ve reached a point in our history where these two technologies
are so integrated into our everyday lives, that we use them almost
without thinking.
But here in South Africa, where the World Wide Web and the
cellphone made their debut in the same year as democracy,
in early 1994, they stand for something greater than access to
information and access to communication.
They stand for freedom. For the liberation of possibility and the
promise of a better life. Of course, all the great inventions are
underpinned by this seductive proposition.
The motorcar offered freedom of movement, the printing press
offered freedom of knowledge, the radio and the television offered
freedom of voice and view. What can the mobile phone do?
For one thing, as the data show, it can offer a gradual, measurable
escape from the trap of poverty.
There is a study, conducted in the poorest areas in four East
African countries between 2008 and 2010, that found that access
to a mobile phone can make a small but significant boost to a
household’s annual income. The actual amount, about half a per
cent, may seem trivial.

Businesses will of course offer free WiFi to clientele, but what
about poor communities? How do we realistically provide free
public Internet access for the people who need it the most?

But as Professor Julian May, an economist and director of the
Institute for Social Development at the University of the Western
Cape puts it: “There aren’t many things that cost so little and yet
have this result.”

It boils down to the to age-old question of how to deal with the
haves and the have-nots.

The study, he says, shows that a mobile phone can change lives. It
is a resource that can activate a revolution.

Can we bridge the chasm between the two? How can we reach
across the divide and connect?

If you have a phone in your hands, you can get hold of
information, you can apply for a job, you can reach people and
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be reached. You can have an office and a business in your pocket.
But the phone itself is only half of the transaction.
The real power of mobile technology lies in the connected device.
The device that allows you to Google, find friends on Facebook,
find love on Tinder, find jobs on Gumtree, find an education on
Khan Academy.
Mobile opens up a gateway to the world.
Just as rainwater nurtures crops, so can the Internet bring that
hope and promise to people. But here’s the problem.

Picture the searing sands, beneath the glare of the sun. In the
shimmering distance, you can see a vending machine. The water
sparkles as you approach. You put a coin in the slot, and you
choose your bottle of Valpré or Perrier. You slake your thirst.
That’s 3G, for the rich folk. It’s the Internet, as bottled water. But
the cruel irony is that thanks to years of investment in fibre optic
cables, there is a river flowing freely beneath the sands, and if you
could tap into it, well, we could bring tap water to the surface for
everyone. WiFi for everyone.

If bandwidth is water, then we live in a desert with lots of cups
but no tap water.

I first started mulling over this premise - free public WiFi for
all South Africans - when I was running the chat platform and
social network, Mxit, in Stellenbosch.
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What I realised was that in the Internet economy, bandwidth is
both a currency and a commodity, piped into buildings via fibreoptic cables.

Set it up as a cornerstone of community life. Make it fast and
easy to use, in or near the places where people live and work and
learn.

You pay for all of the data that flows through the pipe, even if you
only use a fraction of the capacity. The rest is overspill - a “sunk
cost”, as the financial guys like to say.

And the testing-ground for this ideal, as it turned out, would be
the place where I grew up, a city of hills and jacarandas and old
sandstone buildings, the seat of Government, the home and the
heartland of what would one day be Tshwane Free WiFi.

But what if you could take that unused capacity, from a network
of big municipal buildings, and re-stream it through some cheap
WiFi equipment in public spaces?
You would have WiFi that anyone with a mobile device could
tap into, for free. You would have cheap tap water, as opposed
to expensive bottled water. Maybe we could bring water to the
desert. The mobile phone could be the cup.
I took this idea to the Stellenbosch Town Council, and they liked
it, and in 2012, this little enclave in the valley of the Winelands
became the first Public Free WiFi Town in South Africa.
Being first has many benefits, of course. One of them is that it
teaches you, in retrospect, how not to do things.
The WiFi was sometimes slow and unreliable, and tapping into
it required you to go through a cumbersome log-in process that
negated the whole principle of free and easy access.
But the biggest bug in the system was that the free WiFi was
limited to just a few blocks in the centre of one of the most
prosperous towns in South Africa.
Building a free WiFi network in Stellies was like installing a
public water fountain in Switzerland, when everyone was already
walking around with bottles of Perrier in their hands.
The lesson I learned was: take the Internet to the people who
need it the most. Take it where the money isn’t. Make it free.
Make it easy for those on the wrong side of the digital divide to
find an education, find a job, and find a window on the rest of
the world.
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Sputla Free WiFi
“There are many people in South Africa who are rich
and who can share those riches with those not so fortunate
who have not been able to conquer poverty.”
Nelson Mandela
It was late Saturday afternoon in Atteridgeville, the township
west of Pretoria where Kgosientso Ramokgopa grew up, went
to school, and learned to play the game that earned him his
nickname. “Sputla”.
The word is Sotho for skilful, in tribute to his flair with a football
during his days in the Chappies Junior League.
But these days, he also holds a more formal title: Executive
Mayor of the Tshwane Metropolitan Municipality, the region of
northern Gauteng that embraces the capital city of Pretoria and
includes almost 3-million people within its boundaries.
The Mayor was on his way home from a football match, when he
saw what looked like an ”abnormal gathering” on the perimeter
of a school.
People were ambling around, mulling quietly, as if drawn
by some invisible force, some conspiracy of purpose. So the
Mayor stopped, rolled down his window, and asked, “What’s
happening?”
A man held up his phone and said: “Free WiFi.” Then he
recognised the Mayor, and he smiled and added a little qualifier.
“Or as we call it here, Sputla Free WiFi!”
The Mayor laughs as he tells the story in his office in Centurion,
just across the freeway and a world away from Atteridgeville.
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A city is an organism, a network of arteries that pulse with the
lifeblood of enterprise and ideas.

too, with an air of unruffled gravitas and a playful, easygoing
smile.

But the big idea, the seed of ideology from which Pretoria took
root, was the idea of separateness, of a nucleus of wealth and
power surrounded by the outliers, the others, the lesser-thans.

Early one morning, wearing a smart grey suit, with a checked
shirt and plum-red tie, the Mayor is standing in a classroom at
the HL Setlalentoa High School in Ga-Rankuwa, peering over
the shoulder of a boy who is tapping away on a tablet.

Only two decades after the end of Apartheid, the idea still infects
the ecosystem. The great divide is distance, the space between
where you are and where you want to be. And the divide is not
merely physical.

The tablet is connected to the school’s free WiFi network, and
the boy, like his classmates, is wearing a tee-shirt with a hashtag:
#TshwaneWiFiEffect.

The Mayor is proud of his metro. “The most educated population
in the country can be found here,” he says, citing Tshwane’s four
institutions of higher learning and the 2011 national census.

This is a Smart Classroom, where touchscreen technology and
the Internet work in tandem with the book and the blackboard
to foster new ways of learning.

But there is another statistic, from the same survey, that troubles
him. Two thirds of the population here is under the age of 35,
and almost a third of these young people are jobless.

The Mayor moves on, and the learner deftly navigates from
Wikipedia to a car-racing game. Hand-eye coordination is a
smart skill too.

The “morphology” of the metro, the legacy of its social and urban
design, means that those who earn the least are situated furthest
way from the hubs of economic production.

Outside, the Mayor gives a short speech to the assembled
dignitaries.

“The poor spend up to 70 per cent of their income on transport
alone,” says the Mayor. “Sometimes, you are actually better off
not working.”
He uses the example of a student living in Hammanskraal, a
mostly rural area about 50 km from the city centre.
“He performs very well in Matric, he gets distinctions, and
he wants to study medicine,” says the Mayor. “But because of
the shortage of accommodation, he can’t afford to stay at the
university, so he has to commute. And the last bus home is at six
in the evening.”
What is his hope? What is his connection? What is his bridge
across the divide?
The Mayor is a civil engineer by degree, and he is a civil politician
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He speaks of the day Alan Knott-Craig stood in the Council
Chamber, wearing jeans and a t-shirt, not that anyone had any
objection to that, and he sold them a vision of a city where the
Internet would flow as fast and as freely as water.
Sometimes an idea, released into the ether, will intersect with an
opportunity drifting in orbit. In that moment of synchronicity, a
connection is born.
It just so happened that the Tshwane metro had been looking
forward, not five or 10 years down the road, in the manner of
municipal projections, but 40 years, to a date that still has the
ring of science fiction. The year 2055.
The centenary of the signing of the Freedom Charter, the genesis
document of democracy in South Africa, with its vision of a
society built on equality and justice, peace and prosperity, work
and security, learning and culture.
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So here is the Tshwane of 2055, a “happy, safe, and healthy” city,
where the boundaries have been redrawn, the corridors opened, the
scatterlings of history and geography brought back into the fold.
A city of industry and art and knowledge, and as the artist’s
impressions show, of spires and parks and waterways, and bus
routes and bicycle lanes. A city with space to grow, into the sky
and beyond the horizon.
And here and there in Tshwane Vision 2055, the metro’s strategic
document, we read about the invisible revolution, the unseen
bonds of broadband Internet that will feed and nurture the city
with information.
A city can dream; a city must. Then along comes someone with
a plan.
As the Mayor tells it, there have only been two projects, in
four years, that were approved in their first presentation to the
Council.
“The one was a catastrophic failure,” he says. It was a three-day
international music festival, featuring 150 acts, including the
American superstar, Nicki Minaj.
It was supposed to have taken place near the small diamondmining town of Cullinan, only days after being approved the
promoters called it off. The other was Project Isizwe.
“Someone needed to believe in Alan’s dream,” says the Mayor. He
thinks about it for a moment. “But I didn’t have to, because we
had the same dream. It has always been part of the City’s strategy.
We simply didn’t know how to execute it.”
What they did have was the money, the infrastructure, and
most importantly, the political will to use local government as a
catalyst for empowering poor communities.
The timing of the proposal was fortuitous too, falling between
December and February, when the Council has funds set aside
for “catalytic projects”.
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“We didn’t starve another project of money,” says the Mayor. “We
didn’t have to divert. The money was there.”
And WiFi, if anything, is a catalyst for change: “It goes a long
way to restoring dignity, growing the economy, and fighting
unemployment.”
He thinks of that young medical student in Hammanskraal,
getting home late at night, tapping into the free WiFi on his
phone, Googling, finding answers, connecting, learning.
“Suddenly, his ability to progress academically is not a function
of his geographic location. It’s a function of his appetite to seek
knowledge.”

Social justice is one thing: the restoration of human rights to people
who, historically, were denied them. Spatial justice is something
else. The erasure, through technology, of the distance that divides,
that holds people back from their hopes and their dreams.
But if free public WiFi is a catalyst now, one day it will be seen in
simpler, more prosaic terms. It will be a basic municipal service.
Water, electricity, WiFi. You will expect them and use them, and
you will only notice and complain when the service goes out.
One thing that has gladdened the Mayor is that very few people have
complained about the expenditure for the roll-out of Project Isizwe.
“The poor and the affluent are supporting it. In another area,
people might have protested. But we knew that young people
would be able to convince their parents.”
The Mayor laughs. Of course there is a dividend to be paid from this,
and he will be the last to deny that it will be paid in political capital.
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“We are doing things that hitherto have not been associated
with the public sector and local government,” he says. “Local
government is associated with collecting the trash and providing
electricity and water. We’re taking it to another level.”
If someone has to ask him, at the end of his term, what have you
done on the last five years, he will be quick to answer: “Well,
among the many things, do you have a phone in your pocket?
Take it out and go to Tshwane Free WiFi. You’ll have the world
at your fingertips.”
At the HL Setlalentoa High School in Ga-Rankuwa, a group of
excited scholars is crowding around a television presenter, who
stands with his microphone at the ready, looking at the camera.
It is is difficult to film electromagnetic particles as they flit through
the air, and there is only so much footage you can shoot of young
people thumbing their keypads or tapping their screens.
So he has an idea for the end of his segment, and after a couple of
rehearsals, he is ready for the take.

the majority of the young people were unemployed. The third
was access to social media. It’s happening here. My point is, we
are bringing a revolution.”
It is worth noting, of course, that the spark of the Arab Spring
was a revolt against the established order, a growing disquiet
with leaders who were seen as out of sync and out of touch with
the needs of the people. The Mayor doesn’t need reminding.
“There are two ways of looking at it,” he says. “That there is another
Arab Spring coming, or that there will be new opportunities for
young people. I’m looking at it from the brighter side.”
And he smiles his Mayorly smile, the smile you will see, over and
over, on his Instagram feed and his Facebook page, the smile you
will see wherever he shakes hands and greets someone in public,
the smile of Sputla, the Free WiFi Mayor of Tshwane.
“I’m looking at the positive revolution.”

One, two, three…and all around him the scholars shout and
cheer, waving their arms, jumping in the air: “We love Tshwane
Free WiFi!”
Young people, says the Mayor, are the radicals. If you have them
in your corner, you’ll be fine. You can’t expect them to come to
your quarterly meetings in the community halls and listen to
your political speeches.
You have to engage their spaces: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram.
You have to find a mechanism of engagement.
There is a precedent for this: the pro-democratic movement that
spread across the Middle East, and became known as the Arab
Spring.
“If you look at the Arab Spring, it was the perfect storm,” says the
Mayor. “Three things were present. The first was the proportionate
size of the youth. They were in the majority. The second was that
20
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Emissary of Information
“First they ignore you,
then they laugh at you,
then they fight you,
then you win.”

lives near a Free Internet Zone in Mamelodi, to say a few words
straight to camera phone.
So here she is, smiling sweetly, talking above the bustle of
the shopping: “It’s very nice, we love it, and it works for us…
we do our training online, so it’s very helpful. We love it.” Her
eyes, accentuated by expertly-applied mascara, light up. “It’s
awesome!” And she laughs.

Mahatma Gandhi

It is moments like these, says James, that make the job worth
doing, that remind him that he is not just an Information
Technologist, but an emissary of information.

In the parking lot of the Castle (an imposing hilltop fortress built
by serial entrepreneur, Corné de Villiers, on a mountain in the
suburb of Faerie Glen) after a hard day in the field, fixing fibre
breaks, checking connections, climbing up and down ladders,
navigating dirt roads and dodging potholes, James Devine flips
open the boot of his Jeep and reaches into a plastic carrier bag
from a department store.

In some IT organisations, the title of CIO entitles the holder to sit
like a Chief in an Office, while the techies go out and do the dirty
work. But James feels edgy and irritable behind a desk, caged in
by the predictability of routine and the weight of paperwork.

James is the CIO at Project Isizwe. The Chief Information
Officer. An appropriate title for a man who is an endless source
of information. Don’t ask James what he knows because he will
tell you.

He whips out a can of deodorant, lifts his shirt, and spritzes. Ah,
that’s better.

His natural habitat is the field, and the jacket he wears to work is
the sleeveless, reflective kind. He is, by nature, a troubleshooter.

The atoms of wood-dust and cinnamon linger in the air, like
pulses of WiFi, and James, tall, bespectacled, wired with restless
energy, makes his way briskly back to the portal.

It is late afternoon at the Castle, and the sky beyond the
vaulted windows is dark and moody, the wind whipping the
thunderclouds into banks of artillery above the low-lying hills.

Then his iPhone nags him with a tri-note alert, and as he checks
his WhatsApp, he remembers: he’s got something he wants to
share. A video he shot at the mall a couple of days ago.

James is talking about the night he went out on a call, to an office
building in the CBD of Johannesburg.

“I was in Edgar’s, buying deodorant,” says James, “and this lady
at the cosmetics counter comes up to me and shouts, ‘Project
Isizwe!’”

He took the lift to the 13th floor, and as he rounded the corner,
there stood the guy, shirtless, with a gun held against his chest.
His own gun. “He had taken himself hostage,” says James, “and
his ex-wife and daughter were in another room.”

At first, James thought he was suddenly famous in Tshwane,
but then he realised he was wearing the tee-shirt. Still, it was
such a nice unsolicited testimonial, that he asked the lady, who

James lowered his R5 rifle, and crackled a command into his
radio. Then the lift-bell pinged, and two members of his crew
stormed out, as he held up his hand for them to back off.
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“In the end, I managed to convince the guy that he needed to
put his shirt back on to see his daughter, and as he did that, we
rushed him.”
James slaps one hand against the other, echoing the crack of
lightning on the horizon. “That was scary, hey.”
Of course, that was back in the days when James was a Police
Reservist, a Warrant Officer attached to the Flying Squad.
He always wanted to be on the front line, and after school - “My
highest mark in Matric was a D, and that was for Afrikaans” - he
answered the skirl of his Scottish ancestry and joined the Royal
Highland Fusiliers, Princess Margaret’s regiment. Then his knee
gave in.
“Feel here,” he says, proffering his kneecap, and it feels loose, like
a plate precariously stacked in a sink. But he gets around.
One morning, on a walkabout in the grounds of the Union
Buildings in Pretoria, where the bronze colossus of Nelson
Mandela stretches out his arms to span the perfect symmetry of
the towers, James looks up at a tall pine tree and nods pleasingly
to himself.
Clinging to the trunk, high amidst the branches, is a Project
Isiziwe box and antenna, pin-pointedly positioned to beam out
its signal. It’s a WiFi tree.
But what catches James’ eye is the beauty of the wiring, the tailoff tightly looped and clipped with a cable-tie. You judge a job by
its devotion to the invisible detail, just as you can judge a wood
maker’s cabinet by the quality of the dovetail joints you can’t see.
James polices these things because neatness matters, but also
because the old habits linger.
When he first joined Project Isizwe, he would drive around the
townships, doing reconnaissance for WiFI access sites, and he
would wonder why so many people were sprinting spontaneously
away from his car.
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“Then I realised, I’m in a little rented VW Polo, a white guy
with two black guys, slowing down, looking around. No wonder
people thought we were cops.” Nowadays, the opposite happens.

away on the West Rand of Johannesburg, he saw on his computer
that one of the WiFi access points in Soshanguve was blocked.
Nobody was able to log on.

People see the Tshwane Free WiFi van, and they see the technician
on top of the ladder, and they cluster around, standing at the
base, tapping their wrists: “How long?”

He fixed the setting, and 22 seconds later, the first person tapped
in. Curious to know who was up at that time, aside from himself,
he checked the logs. Someone was on Gumtree, looking for a job,
at twenty to one on a Monday morning.

There is a hunger to connect, a thirst for information, and the
network, once it is up and running, hardly ever blinks.
James learned a few things in the army, and one of them was, you
need less sleep than you think. He drove home from the Castle
just before midnight one night, and when he got home, an hour

On the lawn of the Union Buildings, in the shade of that tall WiFi
tree, James taps an icon on his phone. The needle twitches on the
app, as it sniffs out the signal and takes a measure of its speed.
It settles on just over 7.2 Mbps for the download. That’s about
double the speed most of us get on our ADSL lines at home, if
we’re lucky and it’s a good day. Free is a good deal, but fast and
free is even better.
“It’s weird,” says James, “but when I’m in the zone, I almost see
WiFi. It’s as if I can see the waves. Let’s put the access points here,
some fibre over there…”
He’s thinking back to the 2014 inauguration of President Jacob
Zuma, when Project Isizwe was called on to provide free WiFi
for more than 20,000 people at the Union Buildings.
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Now the access points and the fibre are for anyone who wanders
into these grounds. Democracy is in the air. And it’s on the move
too.

A while ago, James was driving up to Swaziland to deliver a
presentation on the benefits of free WiFi, when his son, three
years old at the time, piped up on the speaker-phone.

The signal rides the A Re Yeng - “Let’s Go” in Sotho - the Bus
Rapid Transit system that connects the city centre to the suburbs
and townships of Tshwane.

“Daddy,” he said, “I drew such a nice picture for you today, but
don’t worry, Mommy will take a photo and send it to you.”

With their jacaranda-purple and eco-green livery, the buses are
fuelled with WiFi by high-speed fibre optic cable, pole-mounted
access points, and wireless units discreetly attached to the roof.

In that moment, on a road far away from home, heading for the
frontier, James knew that the world had forever changed, and
that the things we marvel at today will one day be so familiar,
that we won’t give them a second thought.

“We took an air vent that was on top of the bus,” explains James,
“and we cut the bottom off with angle grinders, and then we put
the equipment inside that fake air vent.”

But for now, this is why he does what he does. Not just because
he knows how to make things work, but because he knows how
to make a connection.

You think outside the box, and then you think inside it.
“I never studied any of this stuff,” says James. “I’ve never written
an exam. But I’m really good at solving problems.”
That’s another thing he learned in the army. Don’t panic.
“When things are broken, they’re broken. Running around in a
flat spin doesn’t help. You have to sit back, look at the full picture,
and make a decision. Even if you make a wrong decision, you can
always go back and correct it. There’s nothing worse than doing
nothing.”
At the Castle, as a wild Highveld storm lashes the ramparts, James
spins around in his chair and calls out to a visiting colleague.
“Rob, how would you classify my philosophy on technical stuff?”
Rob looks up from his computer. He’s thinking hard.
“Can I use the word ‘crude’?” And then he quickly qualifies:
“Crude but pragmatic. It’s a bit rough, but you get stuff done.”
The Chief Information Officer smiles. It’s the answer he was
hoping to hear. And yet, there is more to this office than the
technical.
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WiFi Rain-maker
“We have a vision of South Africa in which
black and white shall live and work together as equals
in conditions of peace and prosperity.”
Oliver Tambo
Henning de Lange, in his blue jeans and white Project Isizwe
T-shirt, is sitting on the patio at the Castle, looking over the
ramparts at the hills of Pretoria, narrowing his eyes as he takes a
puff of a freshly-lit Marlboro.
The smoke dissipates in the crisp highveld air, the sun-rays glinting
on the silver-and-gold snake-chain he wears around his neck.
At the foot of the table stands a mortar shell, once a weapon of war,
now a lovingly-polished brass ornament that doubles as an ashtray.
“I am a guy that is abrasive to change,” says Henning, his voice
a low, warm rasp, like a machine slowly turning wood in a
workshop. “If they tell me not to smoke here, fuck it, they’re
going to have a battle.”
But no-one is telling Henning de Lange not to smoke. He’s earned
his moment in the sun. He was up at dawn, opening the doors of
the Castle, eyeing the masts and boxes on the banks of monitors,
waiting for the day to cast a light on his duties.
He doesn’t wear a watch, he says, jangling the smaller silver-andgold chain he wears on his wrist. He’s not even sure what date it
is. He just knows that when it’s time to work, you work.
“You get two kinds of people in this world,” says Henning. “You
get the guy who comes to work, and you get the guy…” He trails
off, switching gear into Afrikaans.
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“’n Ou wat werk toe kom, en ’n ou wat kom om te werk.”
Some just show up at work; some roll up their sleeves and get
down to work.
Henning was 15 years old when he left the family home in Boksburg
North: “My father was an alcoholic, my mother was a joller.”
His hands have always been the tools of his trade. Fitter and
turner, diesel mechanic, panel beater, spray painter, miner. He
likes to work with tangibles, with things he can hammer apart
and weld together to make new things.
He was going to open a garage, after leaving the platinum mine
in Rustenburg. “I love working with old cars,” he says. “I can take
a Beetle, cut the doors out, make it longer. I can take a very old
Citroen’s nose, and you know those old Fords with the Dickey
seats? Put that thing together and make it a taxi.”
But here he is today, working with invisibles. WiFi is a bit like God,
says Henning, gesturing at the sweep of the heavens. “Sometimes
you’ve got to believe in something, even if you can’t see it.”
What he has come to believe is that WiFi can change lives, and
his testimony begins with his own.
At Lonmin Platinum, he was a manager, running two mechanised
sections, with 1,200 people working below him. He liked the job,
and he was making good money, but at the same time he was a
Company Man, in his late 40s, working for his pension, working
for the shareholders, feeling like he needed a change.
And then, on August 16, 2011, on the charred veld of Marikana,
with the lilting hills of the Pilanesberg in the background, the
bullets flew, and 34 mineworkers died in the dust. Henning saw
it all. He was standing behind the thin blue line.
“They said to us afterwards,” he recalls, “you need to go for
psychological treatment. And I looked at the guy and said, you
know what, it’s not nice to see, but I’ve been underground. I’ve
been on rescue, and I’ve seen people in pieces. I don’t need a
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psychologist. What you need to do is make sure you pay me
at the end of the month. Otherwise, you’re going to need a
psychologist.” He resigned that day.
A few months later, Henning was travelling around the country
with his wife, in a bakkie pulling a caravan. He was free, but bored.
“I was washing the bakkie three times a day, washing the caravan
three times a day, going shopping, coming back, having a swim.
My wife said to me, you need to find something to do.”
His son, Jacques, was working as a contractor for Project Isizwe at
the Castle. They were looking for technicians to put up the masts
and programme the boxes. WiFi? What did Henning know about
WiFi? “Out of ten,” he says, crooking his index finger, “a half.”
Of course, he knew what the Internet was. It was a place you
clicked on with your mouse when you wanted to buy a house or
sell a car.
When someone in the workshop at the Castle said, “Henning,
please get me a sector”, he had no idea what they were talking
about, so he walked up to someone else and said, quietly, “Please
pass me a sector.”
A sector is an antenna that you fix to the top of a mast to make
a WiFi array. He knows that now. He knows how to raise a site,
from the ground to the sky. Who’s got time to read the manual?
You learn by your wits, you learn by watching, you learn by
doing. And then, just as importantly, you learn what not to do.
He was working in Soshanguve late one afternoon, putting the
finishing touches to an installation, tapping a string of commands
on his laptop.
He was on the phone to the Castle, engrossed in the routine of
the testing and the wrap-up. Soon, the signal would be flowing
from the new hotspot. It would be raining WiFi.
This was what he had come to love most about his job on the
crew. He was a rain-maker. Back on the mine, sitting at his desk,
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he always felt he was working for the shareholders, making them
money, making himself money. But now he was working for the
nation. Isizwe Nation.
He felt the press of cold steel against his throat. A butcher’s knife.
He froze. His laptop, his cellphone, his driver’s license. Gone.
Another time, his GPS was whipped from inside his bakkie while
he was halfway up a ladder. He gave chase, cursing, and then he
saw someone standing on the corner, laughing at him. He got
sidetracked.
“I sommer ran up to him and gave him a piece of my mind. What are
you laughing at? Why didn’t you warn me!” If he ever bumps into the
guy who stole his GPS, he knows exactly what he’ll do to him.
“I’ll give him the charger, because there’s nothing he can do with
a GPS and no charger, and there’s nothing I can do with a charger
and no GPS.”
He knows that some people steal because they have no food, and
others steal because they see something to steal. Either way, he’s
learned that you take someone with you on the job. One works,
the other watches.
He’s learned that sometimes you have to put the Tshwane Free
WiFi sticker on the bakkie – it keeps you safe - because would-be
hijackers see the logo of the Union Buildings and the Colonnades
and realise you’re bringing the Internet.
Mostly, he’s learned that wherever you go, whatever you’ve come
to do, the good people outnumber the bad. He makes friends
easily. He speaks Sotho and fanagalo, the polyglot lingua franca
of the mines. But more than that, he speaks fluent WiFi.
He gets a kick out of seeing the signal come on, that pulse of
bandwidth that adds another dot to the network, except it’s not
a dot, it’s a person. Then, suddenly, he’s not a technician. He’s an
ambassador.
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“There are a lot of people now walking around with smartphones,”
says Henning. “You sit down with a guy under a tree for five
minutes, you show him how to access the network and what
he can do with it. I can tell you, that guy, whenever he sees you
again, he’ll run in front of a bus to greet you.”
Henning is earning a third of what he earned as a manager on the
mine, but that feeling, of spreading the message, of welcoming
someone to WiFi, is like getting a raise from your boss.
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“People can go on the Internet, they can touch the world, and it’s
all because of something you put up there, in a box. You see the
look on people’s faces, the pure joy.”
He clenches his fists, trying to weigh up the equivalent in his own
universe.
“If I find a smashed-up car, and two days later I’ve got that thing
looking brand new, that’s joy. I like to take a thing that’s not
working, and find out why, and fix it. I don’t want to just spend
my days doing maintenance on things that are already working.”
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He’s a troubleshooter. He was in the Army, 7 South African
Infantry Battalion, rank of Sergeant. That’s where he learned
a few things about human behaviour, and it helped him as a
manager on the mine.
“I’ve got the ability to look right through people,” he says. He
points at the chair across from him. “Now there’s a guy you can
swear at to get something done, and he’ll go to hell and back to
do it for you. Then there’s the guy you can talk to, say ‘move that
bleddie chair for me’, and he’ll look at you and say, ‘Why did you
swear at me?’”

Waves of Freedom
“The most potent weapon of the oppressor
is the mind of the oppressed.”
Steven Biko

Henning is the guy who’ll move the chair. It took him a while to
figure out what WiFi was, and why you needed a project to give it
to people for free. After all those years of working to prise metal
from under the ground, here he was working to dispatch data
into the sky.

Bringing free and ubiquitous public WiFi to low-income
communities, Project Isizwe is proving to be a model of high-tech
collaboration between local government and the not-for-profit
private sector.

“It was like having a sex change,” he says. “Everything was new
and different.” But the epiphany has been that he is not alone.

It was late at night by the time the site went live, adding a fresh
link to the growing chain of free WiFi hotspots spanning the
CBD and townships of the City of Tshwane.

”Most of the people out there are like I was. They don’t know
anything about this new world. And then suddenly, their eyes
are opened. What is very important to me is to get people to see
what I saw. A world where you can get an answer to anything at
the touch of a button.”
Henning is 47 now, and for the first time in his life, he feels like
he’s giving something back. He’s been humbled. It’s not that he’s
fallen from on high, it’s that he’s still falling, and he’s not sure
exactly where he’ll land. But he’s among people he cares for,
doing a job that he loves.
You have to believe in something, he says, stubbing out his
cigarette. He walks down the stairs of the Castle, past the room
with the banks of monitors, and into the light, where the bakkie
with the Tshwane Free WiFi logo stands waiting. And he believes
in God and WiFi.
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In a control room at the Castle, Chief Information Officer James
Devine caught sight of shadowy movement on a closed-circuit
security monitor.
Two men were approaching the lamp-post, with its metal router
box mounted high to catch the signal from the base station. The
men held something in their hands.
Devine, a former Flying Squad reservist, zoomed in. Then the
men caught the radio waves, beamed over a fibre-optic network,
and stood there tapping away on their cellphones. Devine
couldn’t resist.
He switched on the intercom, meant to deter would-be thieves
and vandals.
“Good evening,” he boomed. “Thank you for using Tshwane Free
WiFi!”
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A voice from the skies, bringing tidings of a new benchmark of
personal freedom, in the 20th anniversary year of South Africa’s
transition to democracy.
Since November 2013, Project Isizwe, a privately-funded NGO,
has been laying the groundwork for the roll-out of a dream.
Free, ubiquitous public WiFi for South Africans in low-income
communities, bridging the digital divide with packets of data
that can help sow the seeds of learning, social upliftment, and
economic empowerment.
The project’s founder and evangelist in chief, Alan Knott-Craig,
is a self-confessed “realistic optimistic” who believes Internet
access is as essential to public well-being as access to water,
healthcare, and electricity.
In his previous position, as CEO of the mobile social network,
Mxit, Knott-Craig helped to set up a pioneering free WiFi service
in Stellenbosch, with the support of the Local Municipality.
But that was limited to a small area of the busy Winelands town,
with its largely well-to-do, bandwidth-rich population. Project
Isizwe, as its name suggests - Isizwe is Xhosa for “nation” - is
much more ambitious and egalitarian in scope.
“Free WiFi is tap water, 3G is bottled water,” says Knott-Craig.
“Everyone should be entitled to free tap water.”
With a daily cap of 250 MB per user, or 7.5 gigabytes a month,
at average speeds of up to 15Mbps across almost every ward of
the City, Project Isizwe offers “much more than people expect
or need” says Zahir Khan, Chief Operating Officer of Project
Isizwe, the man entrusted with making promises become
reality.
“Keep in mind that 2013 one the average speed of the network
was 1Mbps. In 2014 the speed was 7Mbps, and this year, 2015,
the speed is 15Mbps. During that period the cost of deploying a
site reduced by 11%.”
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How does Isizwe manage to increase speeds by 15x whilst
reducing costs by 11%? Simple. Isizwe is a non profit company.
As the network grows there are enormous economies of scale.
Instead of paying a dividend to shareholders, Isizwe reinvests the
surpluses in the network. The result is faster networks and lower
costs every year.
“We’re bridging the digital divide, bringing free WiFi to those
who need the Internet the most.”
It’s even generous enough to allow video-on-demand, so users can
tune in to the dedicated Tshwane WiFi TV network, which offers
hyper-local current affairs, sports, and lifestyle programming.
At the same time, the project’s mantra for success turns on the
principle of managing expectations.
“We’re frugal, we’re focused, and we under promise,” says Khan.
“The best innovation comes from scarce resources. You’re forced
to think of a new and smart way of doing things.”
Project Isizwe charges the City of Tshwane 19 cents a gigabyte
for WiFi data capacity. Compare that to the typical Vodacom
prepaid rate of R2 a megabyte. A gigabyte is 1000x bigger than
a megabyte. That means Vodacom is more than 10,000x more
expensive than Tshwane Free WiFi.
It’s easy to see the attraction of a not-for-profit telco for
municipalities looking to provide Internet access as a basic service.
Already in its tenth phase, with more than 750 active sites and
connecting over 800,000 people, at schools, community centres,
parks, the City of Tshwane and Project Isizwe is proving to be
a model of eye-to-eye collaboration between local government
and private initiative.

The proposition, for a ground-breaking free WiFi network riding
on the back of the city’s existing Internet infrastructure, was
almost impossible to refuse.
“I said, let’s give it a go, and if it doesn’t work, don’t pay us,” recalls
Knott-Craig. “The definition of what works and what doesn’t
work was entirely up to the City of Tshwane. We took all the risk,
which is very different to the normal private sector approach.”
The risk paid off, and today the Mayor hails Tshwane Free WiFi
as an historic first step towards the provision of Internet access as
a basic human right in South Africa.

“Courage is the finest of all human qualities
because it guarantees the others.”
Winston Churchill
“We were lucky to meet a visionary political leader with the
guts to take a risk. Coupled with his world-class executive
team, led by City Manager Jason Ngobeni, and supported by
the Group CIO, Mr Dumisani Otumile, we simply couldn’t
have got luckier,” says Khan.
In the words of Otumile, “Government must intervene where
there has been a market failure and the cost of communication
in South Africa today clearly shows this market failure. That is
why the City is lowering the cost of doing business in and with
the City; ensuring that all our citizens have equal opportunity
to access information and communicate, creating a catalyst for
positive growth and change; that is Tshwane Free WiFi!”

Knott-Craig is full of praise for Tshwane Executive Mayor
Kgosientso Ramokgopa, who insisted on a full presentation
to his council the day after his first coffee-meeting with the
Stellenbosch-based social entrepreneur.

Otumile is now one of the leading municipal CIO’s in the world,
a recognised pioneer in using municipal telecoms networks to
bridge the digital divide.
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The project has since begun rolling out in the Western Cape
too, where the priority once again is WiFi as a gateway to
education and employment. Again, it was pressure from a gutsy
political leader that made it possible, with Premier Helen Zille
putting personal energy into accelerating plans for Free WiFi
deployments.
The statistics show that most users access the service for social
media and YouTube videos. But learning, through Wikipedia,
and job-search, through classifieds on Gumtree, are on tap for
anyone who wants to make use of these services.
That’s what the two men who tapped into the signal in Mamelodi
late at night were looking for, recalls Project Isizwe CTO James
Devine.
“WiFi has the power to change lives,” he says. And if it’s free
and ubiquitous, allowing public sector, private enterprise, and
citizens to connect to one another, who knows? It may even
change the course of a nation.

Epilogue
“In time, we shall be in a position to bestow
on South Africa the greatest possible gift a more human face.”
Steven Biko
It all began in April 2012. Whilst I was running Mxit I made
a deal with the Stellenbosch municipality to offer free WiFi in
public spaces.
Mxit would contribute the bandwidth and equipment and the
municipality would allow use of its buildings and electricity.
The idea was born of my experience at iBurst, a wireless broadband
operator that continuously struggled with profitability due to the
high costs of running a data-only network and endless price wars
on data prices.
Whilst at Mxit I realised that some companies have huge fibre
pipes coming into their premises, and yet whilst they pay for the
entire pipe they only use a fraction of the capacity.
The unused capacity is a sunk cost and wasted.
Municipalities own buildings everywhere. Combine unused
fibre capacity and municipal buildings, throw in some cheap
WiFi equipment, and BOOM! You can affordably deploy public
free WiFi networks and make the Internet available to all.
And then things went awry,
In October 2012 I was kicked out of my own company. Exactly
one year after buying Mxit my partners and I agreed to disagree
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on how to run a tech company. The problem was that they had
the majority of equity and didn’t want to exit.
So I left. 19 October 2012 I packed a box of personal effects and
went home. It was a bad time in my life. I felt I had let down
family, my wife, my-parents, my in-laws, my kids, my friends, my
partners and my staff.
Fortunately I married a strong woman. She told me to toughen
up, we packed the kids onto a plane and spent two months
driving through rural America in an RV.
When I returned to South Africa in December 2012 I was ok again.
My confidence and my balance sheet had taken an enormous hit,
but I was sure of a couple things. I wanted to be an entrepreneur
and I wanted to make a difference in my community.
I knew South Africa was the best country in the world to live in,
not only compared to all the other countries I’d been lucky enough
to visit, but because it’s the land of opportunity. Opportunity to
make money and make a difference.
We hit the ground running in 2013, starting a new company
focused on home-language educational apps for kids under the
age of seven. Inspired by our road-trip my wife wanted to give
our kids tablets to keep them occupied, but wanted to know the
content was healthy and allowed them to learn all South African
languages, not just American English.
After I left Mxit in 2012 the Stellenbosch Free WiFi initiative
became an orphan. After pressure from local citizens, I decided
to pick-up from where Mxit left off by creating Project Isizwe, a
non-profit company that would help municipalities deploy free
WiFi networks for poor communities.

“Never attribute to malice that which can
be adequately explained by stupidity.”
Anonymous
You must be kidding me? A country riven with inequality and
I can’t find a municipality interested in testing the concept of
Internet access as a utility?
I realised I’m talking to the wrong people. The Western Cape is
not South Africa. Gauteng is South Africa.
“You must be the change
you want to see in the world.”
Mahatma Gandhi
Before I go further let me take a step back. My oupa was a
newspaper editor. Its in my blood. I believe in the importance
of the fast & free flow of information for a healthy democracy.
I believe in the importance of independent media, especially as
traditional media houses seem to be in a race to mediocrity, losing
the digital battle to bloggers and losing advertising revenues to
Google and Craigslist.
I like blogs, I am a blogger myself, but I don’t want the national
discourse to be defined by a group of people without any training
in journalism ethics, fact-checking and general professionalism.

To my surprise Stellenbosch rejected my approaches to take over
their network. So I approached Cape Town. The CIO of Cape
Town, Andre Stelzner, offered me a coffee and politely said,
“Thanks, but no thanks.”

As the Internet destroys traditional news business models, it’s
more important than ever to ensure editorial content remains
alive and well. My attempt at getting off the sidelines and getting
involved was to fund Branko Brkic in 2009 to launch the Daily
Maverick,
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I feel proud to have backed a great entrepreneur and passionate
editor who built the pre-eminent online source of political
analysis in South Africa. I may not agree with him on everything
but I’m glad there is another voice in the wilderness.

We scrambled around trying to find the money. No one believed
we would be able to deliver on our promises and be paid by the
City.

“I do not agree with what you have to say,
but I’ll defend to the death your right to say it.”

Finally an angel appeared. HUG is an initiative of insurance
company Hollard and social impact consultants, Dalberg,
specifically set up to assist NGO’s with bridge-funding.

Voltaire
So I called Branko and asked if he knew anyone in the Gauteng
ANC. He cc’d me to Ranjeni Munusamy, who passed me to
Nkenke Kekana who introduced me to the Executive Mayor of
Tshwane, Kgosientso Ramokgopa.
After laying out my idea the mayor immediately concurred,
explaining that like most administrations, universal Internet
access was part of his city’s strategic plan. The problem was they
could not figure out a financially feasible way to deploy a network.
Isizwe was the answer to his dreams. It helped that my old
school, The Glen High used to play soccer against his old school,
Atteridgeville High.
We agreed to start small. Phase 1 was 5 sites and cost R1million.
My partners and I took all the risk. “If you don’t like it don’t pay
for it. You decide what the definition of success is.”
Phase 2 was done on the same basis except this time it was
R53million that I had to somehow bridge fund!
“Sometimes you just have to take the leap,
and build your wings on the way down.”

Our entire executive team had to lend personal money to Isizwe.
Some of us even asked parents for loans.

At the final minute they agreed to underwrite the contract, and
using that guarantee we managed to get a R15million loan from
FNB.
Even so we almost didn’t make it. We were due to be paid in
August 2014, but by July we were down to our last few Rands.
Suddenly, out of nowhere appeared another miracle.
Johan Nel and Clair Cobbledick of Gumtree contacted us to
offer support. Their sponsorship carried us across the line. The
network went live on time and the City paid its bills in August.
A more relieved group of people you have never seen. Since then
we haven’t looked back.
In fact, we are moving forward faster than ever before. Tshwane is
now the largest municipal public WiFi network on the continent of
Africa with over 800,000 devices having connected to the network.
Once you have a WiFi network you can do lots of things. WiFi
TV, WiFi Voice, WiFi Chat, WiFi Drive-ins, to name a few.
Not only can you launch new services for citizens, but you can
create jobs. We now recruit unemployed youngsters in the
townships for on-job training during our deployments and pay a
monthly stipend to maintain the local base stations going forward.

Kobi Yamada

The youngsters quickly become the local WiFi gurus, and if there
is one immutable law of the universe its that everyone needs a
WiFi guy.
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“Free internet access is
not only a moral issue.
It a basic human rights issue.”

Our country’s broadband plan, SA Connect, is in place to ensure
that health care facilities, schools and government facilities have
access to fast and reliable broadband connectivity.
The vision behind this policy is to provide broadband to every
South African by 2030.
We believe the Tshwane Free WiFi project can be the template
for the entire country. Free WiFi can be modelled on public
transport. If you can’t afford a car the government won’t put a
bus stop at your door.
But the government should ensure your door is walking distance
of the nearest bus stop.
Same applies to broadband. The government can’t afford to
connect every household to fibre, ADSL or wireless. But it can
ensure that every single household in South Africa is within
walking distance of a free WiFi zone.
In the process it can create 500,000 permanent jobs, mostly in
rural areas, for local WiFi technicians to maintain the network
and then start profitable wireless broadband businesses servicing
households in their community.
“The way to bring the world to life
is to find what brings you alive and chase it.”
Joseph Campbell
We are infatuated with what free WiFi can do for South Africa.
We love what we do. We are blessed to live in a country like South
Africa with leaders like Kgosientso Ramokgopa.
I hope this story inspires you as much as it inspired us.

“WiFi access is like roads,
water & electricity.
A public good.”

The future is bright.
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“If at first the idea is not absurd,
there is no hope for it.”
Albert Einstein
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the story of

Tshwane
Free WiFi
WiFi is not sexy. It’s a basic service.
The City of Tshwane believes that access to the Internet
is the ultimate empowerment tool for economic
development, education and social inclusion. As
such, free WiFi should be a public good, akin to
water, electricity and roads, and all citizens should be
entitled to a free quota, paid for by the government.
In November 2013, Executive Mayor Kgosientso
Ramokgopa announced the launch of the first phase
of the Tshwane Free WiFi project, bringing public
space WiFi to citizens of low income and rural
communities throughout the municipality.
By September 2015 the network has grown to become
the biggest municipal public WiFi network in Africa.
Tshwane Free WiFi has been an epic success for our
people and our nation, bringing praise from the
youth and touching the lives of many hundreds of
thousands of South Africans.
This is the story of how Tshwane did it.
All proceeds go to
Free WiFi For Africa NPC,
trading as Project Isizwe.

